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a young governess brings new life to a victorian manor but soon falls victim to its curse in this haunting novel from the author of heads
you lose for four hundred years the squires of aberdar have lorded over this gloomy patch of wales in elizabethan times the house burst
with life love and intrigue as gentlemen schemed endlessly in the shadow of the virgin queen s court but now the house is dark populated only
by two darling twins their ghastly belgian aunt and their father whose grief for their departed mother is too powerful to bear into this grim
environment steps miss alys tetterman a bright young governess with a disfiguring scar and secrets of her own as she undertakes the
education of the girls she learns there is a long history of twins at aberdar manor and of brides dying young there is one lesson miss
tetterman should learn herself run the first in a three book series spun off the iconic wicked years from multimillion copy bestselling author
gregory maguire featuring elphaba s granddaughter the green skinned rain ten years ago this season gregory maguire wrapped up the series he
began with wicked by giving us the fourth and final volume of the wicked years his elegiac out of oz but out of oz isn t gone for good
maguire s new series another day is here twenty five years after wicked first flew into our lives volume one the brides of maracoor finds
elphaba s granddaughter rain washing ashore on a foreign island comatose from crashing into the sea rain is taken in by a community of single
women committed to obscure devotional practices as the mainland of maracoor sustains an assault by a foreign navy the island s civil
servant overseer struggles to understand how an alien arriving on the shores of maracoor could threaten the stability and wellbeing of an
entire nation is it myth or magic at work for good or for ill the trilogy another day will follow this green skinned girl from the island
outpost into the unmapped badlands of maracoor before she learns how and becomes ready to turn her broom homeward back to her family
and her lover back to oz which in its beauty suffering mystery injustice and possibility reminds us all too clearly of the troubled yet sacred
terrain of our own lives this collection bundles the entire 6 volumes of lori copeland s popular brides of the west series together in one e
book for a great value 1 faith best selling author lori copeland kicks off this historical western series with this pleasing tale of mail order
brides set in 1872 when their pastor father dies suddenly leaving little money three sisters realize that they need to take drastic action to
survive each answers a newspaper ad soliciting christian brides faith goes to texas where her intended a well to do rancher named nicholas
shepherd seems to be having second thoughts while her wedding is repeatedly postponed faith meets a local widower and decides to teach his
blind son braille in time nicholas begins to realize that he may have lost faith to another man 2 june lori copeland continues her historical
romance series brides of the west with book 2 june mail order bride june kallahan arrives in seattle from michigan to discover that her intended
eli messenger the assistant to a famous evangelist named isaac inman is ill after he dies june stays on to work at the local orphanage where
she realizes inman is allowing the orphans to go without in order to build a showy tabernacle a romance blooms between june and parker
sentell a friend of eli s as they try to convince inman of the errors of his thinking readers will learn the important lesson that god is ever
faithful even when we don t understand his plan or purpose in our lives june delivers a lighthearted entertaining story along with strong
moral values and a christian worldview 3 hope the best selling brides of the west series continues with book 3 hope federal agent dan
sullivan shelves his retirement to infiltrate a band of payroll thieves but he didn t expect to meet stubborn mail order bride hope kallahan
who gets kidnapped by the gang and held for ransom or that she would be a veritable magnet for danger as she intimidates hardened criminals
into cleaning house and talks dan into rescuing her dan believes god had a reason for throwing her in his path 4 glory a sheltered mountain
girl glory is forced to build a life on her own after her poppy dies with a bagful of gold and no change of clothes she sets out in search of a
new life far too naive for the cold world before her she ends up on the run from a greedy uncle who wants her gold and who will kill her to
get it she manages to latch on to a wagonneer named jackson and a group of teenage mail order brides in her travels and adventures glory
grows into a beautiful young woman with an unshakable faith but will her faith be enough to win the heart of the handsome wagonneer 5
ruth the continuing story of mail order brides in the successful brides of the west series spunky young ruth priggish is on the run from an 80
year old suitor her only hope of eluding him is to seek help from an unwilling protector u s marshall dylan mccall copeland s readers will
delight in this rollicking story of romance and danger 6 patience in the continuing story of mail order brides in the successful brides of the
west series patience is abducted in a case of mistaken identity but everything changes when she escapes her kidnapper and stumbles onto a gold
mine can patience make her fortune without losing her heart to sheriff jay longer copeland s readers will delight in this rollicking story of
romance and danger josie s wedding dress by victoria bylin desperate for someone to help her save her ranch josie bright makes a deal with ty
dormer now the man who d left her waiting at the altar is making her hope for things she had long stopped wishing for last minute bride by
janet dean elise langley was stung to the quick when her would be suitor suddenly left town but when david wellman returns and they are
thrown together organizing their friends wedding can she open her heart again her ideal husband by pamela nissen as a girl lydia townsend
hoped to marry jebediah gentry until his rejection spoiled her dreams when family duty brings her home it s jeb s chance to show lydia that now
is the time for her wedding dreams to come true new york times bestselling author cathy maxwell returns with the brides of wishmore what
happens when a bride says no he is the bastard son of a duke arrogant handsome a little bit dangerous and of course one of the most sought
after bachelors in london he is also about to be publically jilted by some chit of a girl blake stephens pride isn t about to let him be
humiliated so he charges after his bride to the wilds of scotland determined to bring her to the altar what happens when the heart says yes
he is promised to one woman but discovers his soul stirred by the chit s sister lady aileen davidson s reputation was ruined ages ago which is
why she s buried herself in the country but her fiery spirit and bold beauty threaten to bring blake to his knees making him wonder if he has
proposed to the wrong lass and now he must make a choice marry for honor or marry for love fans of bridgerton will love these two
regency romances for the price of one featuring two best friends each determined to advertise for love the bittersweet bride widow theodosia
cecil needs a husband and needs one fast to protect her land so she places an anonymous ad in the paper she s delighted she spends her remaining
weeks exchanging flirtatious letters with the perfect man until she meets him and realizes he s the son of the man trying to steal her land the
bashful bride when sparks fly between timid heiress ester croome and a handsome actor they re quick to elope but when she discovers there is
so much more to him than meets the eye in order to save the marriage the shiest woman alive must publicly woo the most desirable man in
england her husband a new value paperback edition for karen witemeyer get three historical romances in one omnibus edition from bestselling
author karen witemeyer this special edition introduces value minded readers to karen s unbeatable blend of texas history humor action and
irresistible romance includes three of karen s most popular novels a tailor made bride short straw bride and stealing the preacher 1947
excited and in love gracie brown leaves her home in england and moves to america with her husband jeff with little money and no job prospects
the couple move in with jeff s parents whilst they find their feet in a land where promise seems to only come to those who start off far
better than they have rich and stylish valerie brampton has just arrived in new york to move into her new swish apartment with american
husband captain ross johnson when valerie discovers more about ross life as she meets more of his family she s left feeling increasingly
isolated uprooted from their lives in england gi brides gracie and valerie must face up to their new surroundings and overcome the troubles
that come their way in order to be with the men they love dare to dream these sparkling romances will make you laugh cry and fall in love
again and again miracle for the girl next door rebecca winters one of library journal s best romances of the year kaki warner s newest novel
in the series about unlikely brides who make their way west and find love where they least expect it for fans of linda lael miller and jodi
thomas margaret hamilton escaped the irish slums of five points as the ward of a wealthy manhattan widow but only marriage can make her
future secure railroad mogul doyle kerrigan needs a well connected wife it seems a perfect match until a shocking revelation sends her fleeing
from the wedding reception desperate to make a fresh start margaret takes on a new identity and heads west finally stopping in heartbreak
creek colorado a dying mining town of little interest to anyone here she finds new purpose beloved friends to replace the family she s lost
and a home at last but two men from margaret s past are on her trail one is seeking vengeance the other truth when they both arrive in
heartbreak creek she must choose between the town she has come to love and the man who might finally capture her heart one woman two
hot guys a galaxy of problems kat o connor is no pushover she s a no nonsense girl with a commonsense approach to life but there s nothing
common about what s happening to her lately kat is being sought kat o connor is no pushover she s a no nonsense girl with a commonsense
approach to life but there s nothing common about what s happening to her lately first she was forced to have a kinky mind m�nage with
two of the hottest and most irritating men in the galaxy twin kindred warriors deep and lock in order to locate her kidnapped friend then she
couldn t get their feelings out of her head and now she s on her way to their home planet twin moons to find a cure for the debilitating
illness their unorthodox joining caused when all she really wants to do is go home locks tight the light twin of the two is already in love
with kat her curvy plus sized body is the epitome of beauty on his home planet and her sharp mind makes her doubly attractive but though he
fell for her the moment he saw her twin kindred are unable to mate a woman alone lock knows nothing can happen between them without his
brother stabs deep the dark twin has a secret agony in his past a tragedy he feels he and he alone is to blame for he too hungers for kat but
he hides his fear of rejection behind an impenetrable wall of angry sarcasm for if he lets anyone get too close the unbearable pain he has
already endured once may happen again now kat and her twin warriors are on a quest but they re all looking for different things kat wants
to find a way to dissolve the half formed bond between them so she can be alone in her own head again lock wants to convince both her and
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his brother to complete the bond which will keep them together forever and deep is trying to protect his heart and love kat from afar though
it grows more and more difficult to deny the hunger he feels for her growing inside him their travels will take them from the uncharted wilds
of twin moons to the deadworld of the scourge home planet will kat find a cure for having other people s emotions crowding her mind will
lock convince his brother and the woman they both love that they re all meant to be together forever and will deep ever unshield his heart
long enough to let kat in you ll have to read sought the third book in the brides of the kindred series to find out set in oxford the narrator
is an academic anthropologist who is trying to write a major contribution to his subject and avoid being made a professor meanwhile he
grieves the death of the woman he wanted to marry accepts the rejection of the woman he did marry and rediscovers the woman he should
have married he also frets about the future of a surprising daughter and loses a mistress to an unexpected son a frightened girl running from
her dreams of a dark warrior a warrior without emotions determined not to feel but when their encounter forces him to face the darkness of
his past will he go mad or finally learn to love mei li hastings is in trouble she s dream sharing with a kindred warrior normally that s a
regular part of being claimed by one of the tall handsome aliens who came to earth looking for brides but in mei li s case nothing is normal the
dreams she s having show a huge frightening male with a red laser for an eye and a metal arm the man who s coming to claim her is a dark
kindred one of the emotionless denizens of zeaga four where love is unknown and feelings are outlawed six has risen steadily in the ranks of
the collective since his inclusion into the dark kindred at age fourteen now to his dismay he is suddenly having dreams he cannot ignore dreams
of a girl with dark eyes and silky black hair who fears him desperately despite the fact that he is supposed to feel nothing six finds himself
drawn to the girl and when he is ordered by his superior to claim her he comes in search of his future bride now they are locked in a struggle of
light versus dark cold versus warmth for when mei li is near him six s frozen heart begins to thaw though the dark kindred warrior is
determined not to commit feel crime he cannot contain the emotions growing within him for the petite girl he snatched from earth but with the
newfound feelings of love and desire come some much darker feelings in order to love mei li six will have to face the darkness within and a
tragic past he has locked away for years will he survive the memories that surface or will they drive him mad you ll have to read enhanced
to find out you ll have to read enhanced to find out to find the ancient treasure that will bring an end to an age old feud beautiful mystic
mona graham chooses an unlikely ally to protect her on her quest patrick maxwell rogue knight and the graham clan s sworn enemy who has
been captured and held for ransom but even as the two journey to the hiding place of the bloodstone their own conflicting needs for peace
and freedom give way to a desire that cannot be denied brides of the kindred a race of alien warriors from beyond the stars three very
different types of alpha males all focused on one thing claiming their brides in all their years of travel the kindred have come across only
three worlds with species close enough to their own to initiate a trade earth is the fourth olivia waterhouse is about to be claimed olivia
waterhouse has just graduated from nursing school and has her whole life ahead of her until she gets drafted problem is she isn t being forced
into the army she s been chosen as a kindred bride the kindred are huge alien warriors a race of genetic traders whose population is ninety five
percent male after saving earth from the threat of invasion they demand a reward the right to find brides among the population the chances
of being chosen are about the same as those of winning the lottery guess it s just liv s lucky day baird is a beast kindred who recently
escaped imprisonment and torture at the hands of the malevolent scourge through the torment and pain only one thing kept him sane the
thought of finding and claiming his bride olivia his need to possess her is a burning intensity that threatens to consume them both angry at
having her future and her family taken away from her liv vows to fight back the only way she can by resisting she has one month on the
kindred mothership with baird their claiming period if she can keep from having bonding sex with him during that time she can go home and get on
with her life on earth but baird isn t going to make it easy for her every week he is allowed to touch liv more and more intimately and
according to the contract she signed she has to let him she s determined to resist him but his touch sets her on fire and just as she thinks she
knows what she wants a twist of fate and an attack by the faceless scourge allfather changes everything a race of genetic traders from
beyond the stars three very different types of warriors all looking for one thing their brides beast kindred savage in battle these dark
brooding warriors from rageron bring their passion and intensity to the bedroom they possess a very special endowment that ensures every
sexual experience is a tantric one blood kindred cold as ice to their enemies these tall blond warriors from tranq prime warm up when they find
the right woman but be careful they bite twin kindred muscular and rugged these warriors from twin moons always come in pairs and cannot
be separated they experience physical pain when parted from each other or the one woman they both choose to love and then there is the enemy
the scourge a genetic trade gone wrong these menacing outsiders have twisted desires and sexual needs fierce enough to frighten away even
the most adventurous their need to dominate and possess their women completely has led to a strange prophesy that they must fulfill or die
trying mail order brides of the west is a new series created in collaboration by usa today bestselling authors caroline fyffe and debra
holland the well educated daughter of a lawyer trudy bauer arrives at the st louis based mail order brides of the west agency full of
excitement for an adventure of a lifetime she befriends the agency s maid evie davenport and the two form a strong and lasting friendship they
vow to stay in contact through letters when evie takes hold of her destiny and arranges a marriage on the sly each brave young woman is
ready to face whatever an unknown groom and life in montana can throw her way in fyffe s novel house servant evie davenport travels by
stagecoach to y knot montana in a mccutcheon family novel in holland s book bride to be trudy bauer rides the train to sweetwater springs
in a montana sky novel through their correspondence the friends keep each other abreast of their hardships trials and tribulations some of
heartbreak some of love watch for more exciting mail order brides of the west books to come a kindred warrior turned assassin sworn to
kill his prey or die trying a girl who lives a boring life on the outside yet hides a remarkable secret within when tragar recognizes emily for
what she is he must make a choice will he fulfill his mission and terminate her life or will he give his own to save her emily brooks has no idea
she has been targeted emily brooks is just an unremarkable girl living a boring existence she teaches kindergarten has a small house on the
north end of tampa and tries not to envy her sister s perfect life but emily holds a remarkable secret within one that won t stay hidden much
longer she is about to become something and someone completely different that is if she lives long enough to undergo the transformation
tragar is a beast kindred with tragedy in his past pain and loss have driven him from the kindred way of life and into a new career that of a
deadly verrak assassin the verrak take an oath to kill every target they contract for or die trying now emily is in his crosshairs but the
moment he gets close enough to her his sharp kindred senses tell him something is different about this particular target emily is a khalla a
rare female who some say embody the essence of the goddess herself she is a treasure beyond compare tragar is well aware that his own
choices have left him unfit to serve her but at least he can protect her until he can find someone worthy on his home planet of rageron but
there are dark forces in their way tragar s oath to kill can not be broken lightly and there is a shadowy figure rising from the darkness who
wishes to claim emily s life can the fallen warrior guide and protect emily to the place she truly belongs or will he die trying you ll have to
read targeted to find out brides of the kindred box set volume 4 contains devoured enhanced and cursed all in one volume devoured a girl on
the run from her past a warrior trying to forestall the future can tess help garron contain the ravenous beast that lurks within him if not
she will surely be devoured enhanced a frightened girl running from her dreams of a dark warrior a warrior without emotions determined not
to feel but when their encounter forces him to face the darkness of his past will he go mad or finally learn to love you ll have to read
enhanced to find out cursed a fierce warrior forced to feel the agony of others a girl with a past full of pain caused by his kind when the
two of them go undercover on a dangerous mission will they bond or are they cursed to be apart forever brides of the kindred a race of
genetic traders from beyond the stars three very different types of alpha males all focused on one thing claiming their brides in all their years
of travel the kindred have come across only three worlds with species close enough to their own to initiate a trade earth is the fourth
olivia waterhouse is about to be claimed brides of the kindred box set volume one contains claimed hunted sought and found all in one
volume claimed a race of genetic traders from beyond the stars three very different types of alpha males all focused on one thing claiming
their brides in all their years of travel the kindred have come across only three worlds with species close enough to their own to initiate a
trade earth is the fourth olivia waterhouse is about to be claimed hunted a desperate girl on the run with nowhere to hide a warrior who
has made a vow never to claim a bride sophia waterhouse is being hunted and the only man who can save her is the one she fears the most
sought one woman two hot guys a galaxy of problems kat o connor is no pushover she s a no nonsense girl with a commonsense approach to
life but there s nothing common about what s happening to her lately kat is being sought by two kindred warriors at once how will she ever
survive found a warrior with a scarred heart who doesn t know how to love and the woman who must teach him how before it s too late
can lauren and xairn the abused and wounded son of the all father come together in time to avert catastrophe you ll have to read found to
find out a celebrated send up of gothic literature beautifully adapted into a dark brooding and oddly comical graphic novel somewhere in the
night a raven caws an author s pen scratches and thunder claps the author wants to write fiction stories about frail women in white
nightgowns mysterious bumps in the night and the undead rising to collect old debts but he keeps getting interrupted by the everyday
annoyances of talking ravens duels to the death and his sinister butler shane oakley beautifully illustrates new york times bestselling
author neil gaiman s satirical tale from the new york times and usa today bestselling author marquita valentine comes the brides of holland
springs a sweetly sexy series set in the town that readers have come to love sexy former reality television star luke ambrose has returned
to make a home in holland springs again this time as the newest doctor for the town s local clinic and with every intention of making up for
his past wrongs against his ex wife after slipping into a coma due to a freak car accident lily sawyer finally wakes up in the hospital unable
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to remember the past ten years of her life but what she does remember she s a dance teacher and she s married to her high school sweetheart
luke torn between letting the past be the past and telling lily the truth about their fragile relationship luke gives her the basics they re
divorced but trying to work things out however when lily regains her lost memories and none of them include her new relationship with luke
will she leave him once again or give their love the second chance it deserves don t miss the any of the books in the brides of holland springs
series the billionaire bride book 1 may 5th 2015 the temporary bride book 2 may 21 2015 the forgotten bride book 3 june 9th 2015 the
christmas bride book 4 december 1st 2015 she had won his heart without trying he can only hope for a chance to win hers it s 1884 and
love is in the air in the town of come by chance in this much loved series strong women risk everything to rise above their desperate
circumstances find true love and wed real men who ll treat them right meet ruby she s lost her ma and struck out into the world on her own
the good news is she s traveled to pittsburgh and found a good job as a schoolmistress the bad news is the school s owner the portly
whiskey breathed mister murphy has developed wandering hands and mrs murphy s preparing to leave to visit her sister for a month in new york
ruby sees an advertisement in the matrimonial news and takes a desperate chance writing away to the handsome six feet four james drinkwater
will james be the answer to ruby s plight is the handsome montana man all that he seems or will someone else come to ruby s rescue so
together they can find true love the come by chance series consists of come by chance brides of 1884 book 1 ruby book 2 emily book 3 violet
book 4 kate book 5 rose book 6 emmy lou come by chance brides of 1885 book 1 opal the outlaw and the sheriff who loved her book 2 coral
the widow and the man who loved horses book 3 ava ina the twins and the fist fightin cowboys coming soon book 4 lillie the orphan and the
grief stricken groomsman book 5 pearl the divorcee and the wedding shy dabster book 6 jane the modern miss and the preacher who had to
decide this is the story of the very first kindred bride a woman locked in a mental asylum for her visions of the future a cybernetic warrior
who can enter her dreams together they must escape to save the earth from certain ruin but will they be in time what if the kindred had never
come to earth the eye of ten gu trapped beneath the hell s gate station wants to ensure they don t and it has the power to reach through
time and change one event that will alter the kindred s reality forever vic is a cybernetic kindred scout sent only to hostile planets he
infiltrates the oval office but just as he is about to extend an offer from the kindred to the people of earth his communications system
breaks rendering him mute labeled a mentally unstable threat he is sent to st elizabeth s mental hospital there he meets torri a beautiful
curvy earth female who makes him feel for the first time torri isn t crazy no matter what her husband says she is having visions of a huge
black ship and an evil being called the allfather who is coming to conquer and enslave the earth but now that she s locked away no one will
listen no one until vic comes and starts dream sharing with her that is now the two of them are on the run but will they get the mother ship
to earth in time to stop the scourge from overrunning the planet or will the eye of ten gu fulfill its evil plan and change the kindred s future
timeline forever you ll have to read brides of the kindred 26 committed to find out the bride was covered in cracker crumbs but didn t care the
brides of march drove mini vans paid taxes bought braces and joined the pta never expecting the phone call in march 2004 that would send
them leaping through the suddenly opened window of same sex marriage with their kids along for the raucous ride the brides of march is a bride
s eye view of same sex marriage at a moment s notice with a bevy of brides their coterie of children donuts newspaper reporters screaming
protesters mothers of the brides who never thought they d see the day white wedding cake and a houseful of happy heterosexuals toasting
the marriage but that was only the beginning as these private declarations of love became public fodder fueling social commentary letters
to the editor and the fires of political debate when all the brides wanted was the opportunity to say i do in this candid poignant and
frequently funny tale of lesbian moms getting to the church on time in multnomah county demotier opens your eyes to the heart and soul of
this generation s civil rights battle diane m linn former multnomah county chair a beautifully written quirky look at the pros and cons of
same sex marriage from the inside out smart without being preachy funny without being bitter emotional without being maudlin anne mini ph d a
historical western family saga filled with desperation turmoil and love lucie bride of tennessee taking a bride for the sake of his daughter he
discovers a second chance at love to provide for herself and her younger brother lucie croft accepts a mail order bride contract in
chattanooga fate however has other things in store for her when her intended groom dies before her arrival desperate and homeless lucie and
her brother are taken to the local hotel owned by sebastian mccord overwhelmed as a single father and intrigued by lucie sebastian agrees
to marry her will the couple create a loving family or does fate have yet another turn in the road the gambler s mail order bride his
dangerous past can t stop him from loving her stella mccord just wants to make a new start in life as a mail order bride but her new start
turns out to be a crumbling hotel and a suspicious fianc� when travis stone wins an old rundown hotel in a card game he hopes to escape his
lawless past all he needs is a trusted manager to help him run the business and decides a mail order wife is his best option the bookseller s
mail order bride she never wanted to be a bride he wants a family to love hailey jefferson doesn t want a husband needing to escape her mother
s reputation she decides to become a mail order bride but only on her terms giving her husband alex croft a trial marriage seems like the
perfect plan until she realizes he wants more can she up and leave him knowing it could break his heart or will she stay and make his dreams
come true brides of the west with hope in their hearts three women looking for a new life take fate in their own hands and head west to become
the brides to men they have never met have they made a serious mistake or found the gold at the end of a rainbow the sister wife is the first
book in a new brides of gabriel historical series set during the formation of the mormon edict of polygamy award winning author diane noble
explores the inner conflicts emotions and decisions of three women married to the same man a moving tale of faith and doubt love and
commitment for fans of big love or those who devoured carolyn jessop s escape the sister wife follows a budding family living in close
community with the controversial mormon prophet joseph smith as they are pulled deeper into the world of polygamy according to legend the
famous colton family sapphires shine only on women who are meant to be colton brides in this anthology three powerful and sexy colton men
face the challenge of finding the right women the brides of their heart a fierce warrior forced to feel the agony of others a girl with a past
full of pain caused by his kind when the two of them go undercover on a dangerous mission will they bond or are they cursed to be apart
forever commander stavros rii of the kindred is a sin eater thick black lines cover his back and neck causing him to feel the pain of others it is a
curse that threatens to shorten his life and makes him unable to bond with a female not that he s ever found one he wants to bond with until
he meets charlie charlie sayers is an agent with the earth protection bureau and anti kindred agency dedicated to ridding the world of the big
aliens charlie joined the epb out of a sense of patriotism but she has her own reasons to hate the kindred but she has bigger problems than the
kindred at the moment the enhanced ones have come to earth and they re planning to take over the planet enslave the inhabitants and strip
them of all emotion charlie can t have that so she agrees to go undercover with stavros to find the heart of love an artifact which can
destroy their mutual enemy forever on their dangerous and difficult mission charlie learns that going undercover with your worst enemy can
rapidly turn him into your best friend or your lover can she hold on to her beliefs and stay true to herself or will she lose her heart to
stavros and even if she gives in to desire will stav be able to bond her to him or are they cursed to be apart forever the wedding of the year
cord mccall left the town doubtful ten years ago when he killed a man at the age of sixteen back for his mother s funeral the only ones in
town that welcomed him was the doc and lilly the girl he d left behind when lilly welcomed him home with a sultry kiss things changed he
began to wonder if a gunman and a saloon girl could finally find happiness like his mother had always hoped reunion western style josie s
wedding dress by victoria bylin these classic historical romance novels are getting a new look for the next generation of readers but the
wonderful stories remain the same as touching and fresh as they were when first published praise for the brides of culdee creek series a
poignant love story that will remain with the reader long after the book is closed lori copeland author of the brides of the west series a
beautiful story of redemptive love a memorable read robin lee hatcher author of catching katie a spectacular new series library journal
praise for kathleen morgan kathleen morgan writes with deep emotion and feeling reader to reader a marvelous storyteller romantic times
kathleen morgan is a phenomenal writer the talisman rollrock island is a lonely rock of gulls and waves blunt fishermen and their homely
wives life is hard for the families who must wring a poor living from the stormy seas but rollrock is also a place of magic the scary salty
real sort of magic that changes lives forever down on the windswept beach where the seals lie in herds the outcast sea witch misskaella
casts her spells and brings forth girls from the sea girls with long pale limbs and faces of haunting innocence and loveliness the most
enchantingly lovely girls the fishermen of rollrock have ever seen but magic always has its price a fisherman may have and hold a sea bride
and tell himself that he is her master but from his first look into those wide questioning liquid eyes he will be just as transformed as she is he
will be equally ensnared and in the end the witch will always have her payment dust jacket suggested level secondary
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The Brides of Aberdar 2013-03-05

a young governess brings new life to a victorian manor but soon falls victim to its curse in this haunting novel from the author of heads
you lose for four hundred years the squires of aberdar have lorded over this gloomy patch of wales in elizabethan times the house burst
with life love and intrigue as gentlemen schemed endlessly in the shadow of the virgin queen s court but now the house is dark populated only
by two darling twins their ghastly belgian aunt and their father whose grief for their departed mother is too powerful to bear into this grim
environment steps miss alys tetterman a bright young governess with a disfiguring scar and secrets of her own as she undertakes the
education of the girls she learns there is a long history of twins at aberdar manor and of brides dying young there is one lesson miss
tetterman should learn herself run

The Brides of Maracoor 2021-10-12

the first in a three book series spun off the iconic wicked years from multimillion copy bestselling author gregory maguire featuring elphaba s
granddaughter the green skinned rain ten years ago this season gregory maguire wrapped up the series he began with wicked by giving us the
fourth and final volume of the wicked years his elegiac out of oz but out of oz isn t gone for good maguire s new series another day is here
twenty five years after wicked first flew into our lives volume one the brides of maracoor finds elphaba s granddaughter rain washing
ashore on a foreign island comatose from crashing into the sea rain is taken in by a community of single women committed to obscure
devotional practices as the mainland of maracoor sustains an assault by a foreign navy the island s civil servant overseer struggles to
understand how an alien arriving on the shores of maracoor could threaten the stability and wellbeing of an entire nation is it myth or
magic at work for good or for ill the trilogy another day will follow this green skinned girl from the island outpost into the unmapped
badlands of maracoor before she learns how and becomes ready to turn her broom homeward back to her family and her lover back to oz
which in its beauty suffering mystery injustice and possibility reminds us all too clearly of the troubled yet sacred terrain of our own lives

The Brides of the West Collection: Faith / June / Hope / Glory / Ruth / Patience 2016-01-05

this collection bundles the entire 6 volumes of lori copeland s popular brides of the west series together in one e book for a great value 1
faith best selling author lori copeland kicks off this historical western series with this pleasing tale of mail order brides set in 1872 when
their pastor father dies suddenly leaving little money three sisters realize that they need to take drastic action to survive each answers a
newspaper ad soliciting christian brides faith goes to texas where her intended a well to do rancher named nicholas shepherd seems to be
having second thoughts while her wedding is repeatedly postponed faith meets a local widower and decides to teach his blind son braille in
time nicholas begins to realize that he may have lost faith to another man 2 june lori copeland continues her historical romance series brides
of the west with book 2 june mail order bride june kallahan arrives in seattle from michigan to discover that her intended eli messenger the
assistant to a famous evangelist named isaac inman is ill after he dies june stays on to work at the local orphanage where she realizes inman
is allowing the orphans to go without in order to build a showy tabernacle a romance blooms between june and parker sentell a friend of eli
s as they try to convince inman of the errors of his thinking readers will learn the important lesson that god is ever faithful even when we
don t understand his plan or purpose in our lives june delivers a lighthearted entertaining story along with strong moral values and a
christian worldview 3 hope the best selling brides of the west series continues with book 3 hope federal agent dan sullivan shelves his
retirement to infiltrate a band of payroll thieves but he didn t expect to meet stubborn mail order bride hope kallahan who gets kidnapped by
the gang and held for ransom or that she would be a veritable magnet for danger as she intimidates hardened criminals into cleaning house and
talks dan into rescuing her dan believes god had a reason for throwing her in his path 4 glory a sheltered mountain girl glory is forced to
build a life on her own after her poppy dies with a bagful of gold and no change of clothes she sets out in search of a new life far too naive
for the cold world before her she ends up on the run from a greedy uncle who wants her gold and who will kill her to get it she manages to
latch on to a wagonneer named jackson and a group of teenage mail order brides in her travels and adventures glory grows into a beautiful
young woman with an unshakable faith but will her faith be enough to win the heart of the handsome wagonneer 5 ruth the continuing story
of mail order brides in the successful brides of the west series spunky young ruth priggish is on the run from an 80 year old suitor her only
hope of eluding him is to seek help from an unwilling protector u s marshall dylan mccall copeland s readers will delight in this rollicking
story of romance and danger 6 patience in the continuing story of mail order brides in the successful brides of the west series patience is
abducted in a case of mistaken identity but everything changes when she escapes her kidnapper and stumbles onto a gold mine can patience make
her fortune without losing her heart to sheriff jay longer copeland s readers will delight in this rollicking story of romance and danger

Brides of the West Collection 2002

josie s wedding dress by victoria bylin desperate for someone to help her save her ranch josie bright makes a deal with ty dormer now the man
who d left her waiting at the altar is making her hope for things she had long stopped wishing for last minute bride by janet dean elise langley
was stung to the quick when her would be suitor suddenly left town but when david wellman returns and they are thrown together
organizing their friends wedding can she open her heart again her ideal husband by pamela nissen as a girl lydia townsend hoped to marry
jebediah gentry until his rejection spoiled her dreams when family duty brings her home it s jeb s chance to show lydia that now is the time for
her wedding dreams to come true

Brides of the West 2012-04-03

new york times bestselling author cathy maxwell returns with the brides of wishmore what happens when a bride says no he is the bastard
son of a duke arrogant handsome a little bit dangerous and of course one of the most sought after bachelors in london he is also about to
be publically jilted by some chit of a girl blake stephens pride isn t about to let him be humiliated so he charges after his bride to the wilds of
scotland determined to bring her to the altar what happens when the heart says yes he is promised to one woman but discovers his soul
stirred by the chit s sister lady aileen davidson s reputation was ruined ages ago which is why she s buried herself in the country but her fiery
spirit and bold beauty threaten to bring blake to his knees making him wonder if he has proposed to the wrong lass and now he must make a
choice marry for honor or marry for love

The Bride Says No 2014-01-28

fans of bridgerton will love these two regency romances for the price of one featuring two best friends each determined to advertise for
love the bittersweet bride widow theodosia cecil needs a husband and needs one fast to protect her land so she places an anonymous ad in
the paper she s delighted she spends her remaining weeks exchanging flirtatious letters with the perfect man until she meets him and realizes he s
the son of the man trying to steal her land the bashful bride when sparks fly between timid heiress ester croome and a handsome actor they re
quick to elope but when she discovers there is so much more to him than meets the eye in order to save the marriage the shiest woman alive
must publicly woo the most desirable man in england her husband

The Brides of London: an Advertisements for Love collection 2021-08-24

a new value paperback edition for karen witemeyer get three historical romances in one omnibus edition from bestselling author karen
witemeyer this special edition introduces value minded readers to karen s unbeatable blend of texas history humor action and irresistible
romance includes three of karen s most popular novels a tailor made bride short straw bride and stealing the preacher
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Brides of Texas 2016-01-05

1947 excited and in love gracie brown leaves her home in england and moves to america with her husband jeff with little money and no job
prospects the couple move in with jeff s parents whilst they find their feet in a land where promise seems to only come to those who start off
far better than they have rich and stylish valerie brampton has just arrived in new york to move into her new swish apartment with american
husband captain ross johnson when valerie discovers more about ross life as she meets more of his family she s left feeling increasingly
isolated uprooted from their lives in england gi brides gracie and valerie must face up to their new surroundings and overcome the troubles
that come their way in order to be with the men they love

Ruth 2002

dare to dream these sparkling romances will make you laugh cry and fall in love again and again miracle for the girl next door rebecca
winters

Brides of War 2015-04-23

one of library journal s best romances of the year kaki warner s newest novel in the series about unlikely brides who make their way west and
find love where they least expect it for fans of linda lael miller and jodi thomas margaret hamilton escaped the irish slums of five points as
the ward of a wealthy manhattan widow but only marriage can make her future secure railroad mogul doyle kerrigan needs a well connected
wife it seems a perfect match until a shocking revelation sends her fleeing from the wedding reception desperate to make a fresh start
margaret takes on a new identity and heads west finally stopping in heartbreak creek colorado a dying mining town of little interest to
anyone here she finds new purpose beloved friends to replace the family she s lost and a home at last but two men from margaret s past are
on her trail one is seeking vengeance the other truth when they both arrive in heartbreak creek she must choose between the town she has come
to love and the man who might finally capture her heart

Miracle For The Girl Next Door / Mother Of The Bride: Miracle for the Girl Next Door (The
Brides of Bella Rosa) / Mother of the Bride (Mills & Boon Romance) 2010-06-01

one woman two hot guys a galaxy of problems kat o connor is no pushover she s a no nonsense girl with a commonsense approach to life
but there s nothing common about what s happening to her lately kat is being sought kat o connor is no pushover she s a no nonsense girl
with a commonsense approach to life but there s nothing common about what s happening to her lately first she was forced to have a kinky
mind m�nage with two of the hottest and most irritating men in the galaxy twin kindred warriors deep and lock in order to locate her
kidnapped friend then she couldn t get their feelings out of her head and now she s on her way to their home planet twin moons to find a cure
for the debilitating illness their unorthodox joining caused when all she really wants to do is go home locks tight the light twin of the two
is already in love with kat her curvy plus sized body is the epitome of beauty on his home planet and her sharp mind makes her doubly
attractive but though he fell for her the moment he saw her twin kindred are unable to mate a woman alone lock knows nothing can happen
between them without his brother stabs deep the dark twin has a secret agony in his past a tragedy he feels he and he alone is to blame for he
too hungers for kat but he hides his fear of rejection behind an impenetrable wall of angry sarcasm for if he lets anyone get too close the
unbearable pain he has already endured once may happen again now kat and her twin warriors are on a quest but they re all looking for
different things kat wants to find a way to dissolve the half formed bond between them so she can be alone in her own head again lock wants
to convince both her and his brother to complete the bond which will keep them together forever and deep is trying to protect his heart and
love kat from afar though it grows more and more difficult to deny the hunger he feels for her growing inside him their travels will take them
from the uncharted wilds of twin moons to the deadworld of the scourge home planet will kat find a cure for having other people s emotions
crowding her mind will lock convince his brother and the woman they both love that they re all meant to be together forever and will deep
ever unshield his heart long enough to let kat in you ll have to read sought the third book in the brides of the kindred series to find out

Committed 2021

set in oxford the narrator is an academic anthropologist who is trying to write a major contribution to his subject and avoid being made a
professor meanwhile he grieves the death of the woman he wanted to marry accepts the rejection of the woman he did marry and rediscovers
the woman he should have married he also frets about the future of a surprising daughter and loses a mistress to an unexpected son

Bride of the High Country 2012-06-05

a frightened girl running from her dreams of a dark warrior a warrior without emotions determined not to feel but when their encounter
forces him to face the darkness of his past will he go mad or finally learn to love mei li hastings is in trouble she s dream sharing with a
kindred warrior normally that s a regular part of being claimed by one of the tall handsome aliens who came to earth looking for brides but
in mei li s case nothing is normal the dreams she s having show a huge frightening male with a red laser for an eye and a metal arm the man who
s coming to claim her is a dark kindred one of the emotionless denizens of zeaga four where love is unknown and feelings are outlawed six has
risen steadily in the ranks of the collective since his inclusion into the dark kindred at age fourteen now to his dismay he is suddenly having
dreams he cannot ignore dreams of a girl with dark eyes and silky black hair who fears him desperately despite the fact that he is supposed to
feel nothing six finds himself drawn to the girl and when he is ordered by his superior to claim her he comes in search of his future bride now
they are locked in a struggle of light versus dark cold versus warmth for when mei li is near him six s frozen heart begins to thaw though the
dark kindred warrior is determined not to commit feel crime he cannot contain the emotions growing within him for the petite girl he snatched
from earth but with the newfound feelings of love and desire come some much darker feelings in order to love mei li six will have to face the
darkness within and a tragic past he has locked away for years will he survive the memories that surface or will they drive him mad you ll
have to read enhanced to find out you ll have to read enhanced to find out

Brides of the Sea 1989

to find the ancient treasure that will bring an end to an age old feud beautiful mystic mona graham chooses an unlikely ally to protect her
on her quest patrick maxwell rogue knight and the graham clan s sworn enemy who has been captured and held for ransom but even as the
two journey to the hiding place of the bloodstone their own conflicting needs for peace and freedom give way to a desire that cannot be
denied

Sought 2020-10-10

brides of the kindred a race of alien warriors from beyond the stars three very different types of alpha males all focused on one thing
claiming their brides in all their years of travel the kindred have come across only three worlds with species close enough to their own to
initiate a trade earth is the fourth olivia waterhouse is about to be claimed olivia waterhouse has just graduated from nursing school and
has her whole life ahead of her until she gets drafted problem is she isn t being forced into the army she s been chosen as a kindred bride the
kindred are huge alien warriors a race of genetic traders whose population is ninety five percent male after saving earth from the threat of
invasion they demand a reward the right to find brides among the population the chances of being chosen are about the same as those of
winning the lottery guess it s just liv s lucky day baird is a beast kindred who recently escaped imprisonment and torture at the hands of the
malevolent scourge through the torment and pain only one thing kept him sane the thought of finding and claiming his bride olivia his need to
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possess her is a burning intensity that threatens to consume them both angry at having her future and her family taken away from her liv
vows to fight back the only way she can by resisting she has one month on the kindred mothership with baird their claiming period if she can
keep from having bonding sex with him during that time she can go home and get on with her life on earth but baird isn t going to make it easy
for her every week he is allowed to touch liv more and more intimately and according to the contract she signed she has to let him she s
determined to resist him but his touch sets her on fire and just as she thinks she knows what she wants a twist of fate and an attack by the
faceless scourge allfather changes everything a race of genetic traders from beyond the stars three very different types of warriors all
looking for one thing their brides beast kindred savage in battle these dark brooding warriors from rageron bring their passion and intensity
to the bedroom they possess a very special endowment that ensures every sexual experience is a tantric one blood kindred cold as ice to their
enemies these tall blond warriors from tranq prime warm up when they find the right woman but be careful they bite twin kindred muscular and
rugged these warriors from twin moons always come in pairs and cannot be separated they experience physical pain when parted from each
other or the one woman they both choose to love and then there is the enemy the scourge a genetic trade gone wrong these menacing
outsiders have twisted desires and sexual needs fierce enough to frighten away even the most adventurous their need to dominate and possess
their women completely has led to a strange prophesy that they must fulfill or die trying

Brides of Price 1972

mail order brides of the west is a new series created in collaboration by usa today bestselling authors caroline fyffe and debra holland the
well educated daughter of a lawyer trudy bauer arrives at the st louis based mail order brides of the west agency full of excitement for an
adventure of a lifetime she befriends the agency s maid evie davenport and the two form a strong and lasting friendship they vow to stay in
contact through letters when evie takes hold of her destiny and arranges a marriage on the sly each brave young woman is ready to face
whatever an unknown groom and life in montana can throw her way in fyffe s novel house servant evie davenport travels by stagecoach to
y knot montana in a mccutcheon family novel in holland s book bride to be trudy bauer rides the train to sweetwater springs in a montana
sky novel through their correspondence the friends keep each other abreast of their hardships trials and tribulations some of heartbreak some
of love watch for more exciting mail order brides of the west books to come

Enhanced: Brides of the Kindred book 12 2014-08-22

a kindred warrior turned assassin sworn to kill his prey or die trying a girl who lives a boring life on the outside yet hides a remarkable
secret within when tragar recognizes emily for what she is he must make a choice will he fulfill his mission and terminate her life or will he
give his own to save her emily brooks has no idea she has been targeted emily brooks is just an unremarkable girl living a boring existence she
teaches kindergarten has a small house on the north end of tampa and tries not to envy her sister s perfect life but emily holds a remarkable
secret within one that won t stay hidden much longer she is about to become something and someone completely different that is if she lives
long enough to undergo the transformation tragar is a beast kindred with tragedy in his past pain and loss have driven him from the kindred
way of life and into a new career that of a deadly verrak assassin the verrak take an oath to kill every target they contract for or die
trying now emily is in his crosshairs but the moment he gets close enough to her his sharp kindred senses tell him something is different about
this particular target emily is a khalla a rare female who some say embody the essence of the goddess herself she is a treasure beyond
compare tragar is well aware that his own choices have left him unfit to serve her but at least he can protect her until he can find someone
worthy on his home planet of rageron but there are dark forces in their way tragar s oath to kill can not be broken lightly and there is a
shadowy figure rising from the darkness who wishes to claim emily s life can the fallen warrior guide and protect emily to the place she
truly belongs or will he die trying you ll have to read targeted to find out

Captured by Your Kiss 2003-01-01

brides of the kindred box set volume 4 contains devoured enhanced and cursed all in one volume devoured a girl on the run from her past a
warrior trying to forestall the future can tess help garron contain the ravenous beast that lurks within him if not she will surely be
devoured enhanced a frightened girl running from her dreams of a dark warrior a warrior without emotions determined not to feel but when
their encounter forces him to face the darkness of his past will he go mad or finally learn to love you ll have to read enhanced to find out
cursed a fierce warrior forced to feel the agony of others a girl with a past full of pain caused by his kind when the two of them go
undercover on a dangerous mission will they bond or are they cursed to be apart forever

Claimed 2020-10-10

brides of the kindred a race of genetic traders from beyond the stars three very different types of alpha males all focused on one thing
claiming their brides in all their years of travel the kindred have come across only three worlds with species close enough to their own to
initiate a trade earth is the fourth olivia waterhouse is about to be claimed

Mail-Order Brides of the West 2013-07

brides of the kindred box set volume one contains claimed hunted sought and found all in one volume claimed a race of genetic traders from
beyond the stars three very different types of alpha males all focused on one thing claiming their brides in all their years of travel the
kindred have come across only three worlds with species close enough to their own to initiate a trade earth is the fourth olivia waterhouse
is about to be claimed hunted a desperate girl on the run with nowhere to hide a warrior who has made a vow never to claim a bride sophia
waterhouse is being hunted and the only man who can save her is the one she fears the most sought one woman two hot guys a galaxy of
problems kat o connor is no pushover she s a no nonsense girl with a commonsense approach to life but there s nothing common about what s
happening to her lately kat is being sought by two kindred warriors at once how will she ever survive found a warrior with a scarred heart
who doesn t know how to love and the woman who must teach him how before it s too late can lauren and xairn the abused and wounded
son of the all father come together in time to avert catastrophe you ll have to read found to find out

Targeted: Brides of the Kindred book 15 2015-07-24

a celebrated send up of gothic literature beautifully adapted into a dark brooding and oddly comical graphic novel somewhere in the night a
raven caws an author s pen scratches and thunder claps the author wants to write fiction stories about frail women in white nightgowns
mysterious bumps in the night and the undead rising to collect old debts but he keeps getting interrupted by the everyday annoyances of
talking ravens duels to the death and his sinister butler shane oakley beautifully illustrates new york times bestselling author neil gaiman s
satirical tale

Brides of the Kindred BOX SET Volume 4 2018-06-16

from the new york times and usa today bestselling author marquita valentine comes the brides of holland springs a sweetly sexy series set in
the town that readers have come to love sexy former reality television star luke ambrose has returned to make a home in holland springs
again this time as the newest doctor for the town s local clinic and with every intention of making up for his past wrongs against his ex
wife after slipping into a coma due to a freak car accident lily sawyer finally wakes up in the hospital unable to remember the past ten years
of her life but what she does remember she s a dance teacher and she s married to her high school sweetheart luke torn between letting the
past be the past and telling lily the truth about their fragile relationship luke gives her the basics they re divorced but trying to work
things out however when lily regains her lost memories and none of them include her new relationship with luke will she leave him once again
or give their love the second chance it deserves don t miss the any of the books in the brides of holland springs series the billionaire bride book
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1 may 5th 2015 the temporary bride book 2 may 21 2015 the forgotten bride book 3 june 9th 2015 the christmas bride book 4 december 1st
2015

Claimed 2018-01-23

she had won his heart without trying he can only hope for a chance to win hers

Brides of the Kindred Box Set Volume 1 2018-06-16

it s 1884 and love is in the air in the town of come by chance in this much loved series strong women risk everything to rise above their
desperate circumstances find true love and wed real men who ll treat them right meet ruby she s lost her ma and struck out into the world
on her own the good news is she s traveled to pittsburgh and found a good job as a schoolmistress the bad news is the school s owner the
portly whiskey breathed mister murphy has developed wandering hands and mrs murphy s preparing to leave to visit her sister for a month in
new york ruby sees an advertisement in the matrimonial news and takes a desperate chance writing away to the handsome six feet four james
drinkwater will james be the answer to ruby s plight is the handsome montana man all that he seems or will someone else come to ruby s
rescue so together they can find true love the come by chance series consists of come by chance brides of 1884 book 1 ruby book 2 emily
book 3 violet book 4 kate book 5 rose book 6 emmy lou come by chance brides of 1885 book 1 opal the outlaw and the sheriff who loved
her book 2 coral the widow and the man who loved horses book 3 ava ina the twins and the fist fightin cowboys coming soon book 4 lillie
the orphan and the grief stricken groomsman book 5 pearl the divorcee and the wedding shy dabster book 6 jane the modern miss and the
preacher who had to decide

Forbidden Brides of the Faceless Slaves in the Secret House of the Night of Dread Desire
2017-02-07

this is the story of the very first kindred bride a woman locked in a mental asylum for her visions of the future a cybernetic warrior who can
enter her dreams together they must escape to save the earth from certain ruin but will they be in time what if the kindred had never come to
earth the eye of ten gu trapped beneath the hell s gate station wants to ensure they don t and it has the power to reach through time and
change one event that will alter the kindred s reality forever vic is a cybernetic kindred scout sent only to hostile planets he infiltrates the
oval office but just as he is about to extend an offer from the kindred to the people of earth his communications system breaks rendering him
mute labeled a mentally unstable threat he is sent to st elizabeth s mental hospital there he meets torri a beautiful curvy earth female who
makes him feel for the first time torri isn t crazy no matter what her husband says she is having visions of a huge black ship and an evil being
called the allfather who is coming to conquer and enslave the earth but now that she s locked away no one will listen no one until vic
comes and starts dream sharing with her that is now the two of them are on the run but will they get the mother ship to earth in time to
stop the scourge from overrunning the planet or will the eye of ten gu fulfill its evil plan and change the kindred s future timeline forever
you ll have to read brides of the kindred 26 committed to find out

The Forgotten Bride 2015-06-07

the bride was covered in cracker crumbs but didn t care the brides of march drove mini vans paid taxes bought braces and joined the pta never
expecting the phone call in march 2004 that would send them leaping through the suddenly opened window of same sex marriage with their
kids along for the raucous ride the brides of march is a bride s eye view of same sex marriage at a moment s notice with a bevy of brides their
coterie of children donuts newspaper reporters screaming protesters mothers of the brides who never thought they d see the day white
wedding cake and a houseful of happy heterosexuals toasting the marriage but that was only the beginning as these private declarations of
love became public fodder fueling social commentary letters to the editor and the fires of political debate when all the brides wanted was
the opportunity to say i do in this candid poignant and frequently funny tale of lesbian moms getting to the church on time in multnomah
county demotier opens your eyes to the heart and soul of this generation s civil rights battle diane m linn former multnomah county chair a
beautifully written quirky look at the pros and cons of same sex marriage from the inside out smart without being preachy funny without
being bitter emotional without being maudlin anne mini ph d

Maggy: Book Two of The Brides of Clan MacDougall, A Sweet Series 2019-06-30

a historical western family saga filled with desperation turmoil and love lucie bride of tennessee taking a bride for the sake of his daughter
he discovers a second chance at love to provide for herself and her younger brother lucie croft accepts a mail order bride contract in
chattanooga fate however has other things in store for her when her intended groom dies before her arrival desperate and homeless lucie and
her brother are taken to the local hotel owned by sebastian mccord overwhelmed as a single father and intrigued by lucie sebastian agrees
to marry her will the couple create a loving family or does fate have yet another turn in the road the gambler s mail order bride his
dangerous past can t stop him from loving her stella mccord just wants to make a new start in life as a mail order bride but her new start
turns out to be a crumbling hotel and a suspicious fianc� when travis stone wins an old rundown hotel in a card game he hopes to escape his
lawless past all he needs is a trusted manager to help him run the business and decides a mail order wife is his best option the bookseller s
mail order bride she never wanted to be a bride he wants a family to love hailey jefferson doesn t want a husband needing to escape her mother
s reputation she decides to become a mail order bride but only on her terms giving her husband alex croft a trial marriage seems like the
perfect plan until she realizes he wants more can she up and leave him knowing it could break his heart or will she stay and make his dreams
come true

Ruby – Book 1 Come By Chance Mail Order Brides 2021-04-15

brides of the west with hope in their hearts three women looking for a new life take fate in their own hands and head west to become the brides
to men they have never met have they made a serious mistake or found the gold at the end of a rainbow

Committed 2007

the sister wife is the first book in a new brides of gabriel historical series set during the formation of the mormon edict of polygamy award
winning author diane noble explores the inner conflicts emotions and decisions of three women married to the same man a moving tale of faith
and doubt love and commitment for fans of big love or those who devoured carolyn jessop s escape the sister wife follows a budding family
living in close community with the controversial mormon prophet joseph smith as they are pulled deeper into the world of polygamy

The Brides of March 2018-01-23

according to legend the famous colton family sapphires shine only on women who are meant to be colton brides in this anthology three
powerful and sexy colton men face the challenge of finding the right women the brides of their heart

Mail-Order Brides of the Southwest 3-Book Collection 2008

a fierce warrior forced to feel the agony of others a girl with a past full of pain caused by his kind when the two of them go undercover on
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a dangerous mission will they bond or are they cursed to be apart forever commander stavros rii of the kindred is a sin eater thick black lines
cover his back and neck causing him to feel the pain of others it is a curse that threatens to shorten his life and makes him unable to bond
with a female not that he s ever found one he wants to bond with until he meets charlie charlie sayers is an agent with the earth protection
bureau and anti kindred agency dedicated to ridding the world of the big aliens charlie joined the epb out of a sense of patriotism but she has
her own reasons to hate the kindred but she has bigger problems than the kindred at the moment the enhanced ones have come to earth and they
re planning to take over the planet enslave the inhabitants and strip them of all emotion charlie can t have that so she agrees to go
undercover with stavros to find the heart of love an artifact which can destroy their mutual enemy forever on their dangerous and
difficult mission charlie learns that going undercover with your worst enemy can rapidly turn him into your best friend or your lover can
she hold on to her beliefs and stay true to herself or will she lose her heart to stavros and even if she gives in to desire will stav be able to
bond her to him or are they cursed to be apart forever

Brides of the West 2010-06-22

the wedding of the year

The Sister Wife 2001

cord mccall left the town doubtful ten years ago when he killed a man at the age of sixteen back for his mother s funeral the only ones in
town that welcomed him was the doc and lilly the girl he d left behind when lilly welcomed him home with a sultry kiss things changed he
began to wonder if a gunman and a saloon girl could finally find happiness like his mother had always hoped

The Coltons 2014-10-31

reunion western style josie s wedding dress by victoria bylin

Cursed: Brides of the Kindred book 13 2019-05-30

these classic historical romance novels are getting a new look for the next generation of readers but the wonderful stories remain the same
as touching and fresh as they were when first published praise for the brides of culdee creek series a poignant love story that will remain
with the reader long after the book is closed lori copeland author of the brides of the west series a beautiful story of redemptive love a
memorable read robin lee hatcher author of catching katie a spectacular new series library journal praise for kathleen morgan kathleen
morgan writes with deep emotion and feeling reader to reader a marvelous storyteller romantic times kathleen morgan is a phenomenal writer
the talisman

Brides Of Summer: The Billionaire Who Saw Her Beauty / Expecting the Earl's Baby /
Conveniently Wed to the Greek 2016-10-23

rollrock island is a lonely rock of gulls and waves blunt fishermen and their homely wives life is hard for the families who must wring a
poor living from the stormy seas but rollrock is also a place of magic the scary salty real sort of magic that changes lives forever down
on the windswept beach where the seals lie in herds the outcast sea witch misskaella casts her spells and brings forth girls from the sea
girls with long pale limbs and faces of haunting innocence and loveliness the most enchantingly lovely girls the fishermen of rollrock have
ever seen but magic always has its price a fisherman may have and hold a sea bride and tell himself that he is her master but from his first
look into those wide questioning liquid eyes he will be just as transformed as she is he will be equally ensnared and in the end the witch will
always have her payment dust jacket suggested level secondary

An Unexpected Welcome 2012-04-01

Brides of the West: Josie's Wedding Dress / Last Minute Bride / Her Ideal Husband (Mills &
Boon Love Inspired Historical) 2007-09-01

Daughter of Joy (Brides of Culdee Creek Book #1) 2013-04-04

The Brides of Rollrock Island
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